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Brunell objects to method
of funding computer system
By Judl Thompson
Kaknin Reporw
Fearing that students who reside In Univer
sity of Montana residence halls will be “dou
ble dipped.” Residence Halls Director Ron
Brunell said Tuesday he objects to the way
the new campus computer system will be
funded.
The $1.5 million computer system, expected
to be In place by September, will be funded
through the student computer fees, land grant
Income, and computer center assessments
Those assessments, said Glen Williams, UM
vice president of fiscal affairs, will be levied
on university users of the system, Including
Auxiliary Services, which oversees residence
halls and is partially operated with residence
halls money.
“This summer," Brunell said, "we were told
Auxiliaries would be contributing $700,000”
over the next seven years to the new comput
er center. At a later meeting, he said, the fig
ure dropped to $350,000.
"I objected to that at both meetings," Bru
nell said because the dorm students will be
"double dipped.”
Brunell said that at that time the Auxiliary
Services money was for cost of the system,
not an assessment fee to use the system.
Brunell said he still objects to the charge
regardless If It's for cost or for use of the
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B.B. KING PLAYS THE BLUES In front at a aold-out
audience In th* University Theatre Thursday night.

Foundation, administration
worked together to attract
the Washington donation
Laat In a series
By Michael Kustudla
KaUwiR Mbvb fdftor

Through the efforts of the
University of Montana Foun
dation and the UM admin*
istration. and with a little help
from the 1985 Legislature, the
Washington-Grizzly Stadium
received both a million dollar
donation and a name.
Dennis Washington, a con
struction and mining magnate,
gave $1 million to the stadium
campaign last August His gift
of In-klnd materials and ser
vices was the largest corpo
rate donation ever given to
the University of Montana
The UM Foundation and ad
ministration worked to bring

about the Washington contri
bution for about five months,
according to William Zader,
the found at Ions executive di
rector But before a major
donor could be sought, some
legislative help was needed to
allow for In-klnd donations.
The use of in-klnd dona
tions, such as Washingtons,
is something new to Montana.
Harley Lewis. UM athletic di
rector. said "a great deal of
In-kind labor and equipment”
was used to remodel Wash
ington State University In Pull
man. That project, Lewis said,
"gave ue a model to work
from.”
Boe 'Stadium,' page 3

computer system. Students who live in the
dorms won't benefit any more than any other
students when the new system Is In place,
Brunell said.
i All UM students pay a computer fee equiva
lent to the number of credit hours they are
enrolled for each quarter.
George Mitchell, director of Auxiliary Ser
vices, said yesterday the money Is considered
a use charge for the computer service, but
added that he didn't know what other departi ments on campus would also be charged or
| how much those other service fees would be.
That Information Is at the “disposition of vice
president Williams," he said.
Mitchell refused to comment on Brunell's
objections to the funding.
On Wednesday, Williams said all the major
computer users on campus would be charged
for the computer service because of the ben
efits that users will receive with the new sys
tem. Williams was unavailable to comment
yesterday about the other major users who
will also be charged.
Williams called the service charge a "fairly
reasonable amount,” and said he didn't feel
the dorm students were being forced to pay
I for computer service twice because the service fee “Is for administrative costs for man
aging the dorms.”

Petition against gas, oil exploration
given to Williams' Missoula office
By Ann M. Jaworski
Kai min Staff Reporter

A petition stating objection
to proposed gas and oil ex
ploration In the Badger/Two
Medicine area was presented
to Rep. Pat Williams* Mlssoula-based office by MontPIRG
representative Tari NelsonZagar yesterday
The petition seeks to per
suade the Montana congres
sional delegation to Include
the area, located south of
Glacier National Park and
north of the Bob Marshall
Wilderness, In a wilderness
bill that Is being drafted.
The Montana Wilderness Bill
will decide the fate of all
remaining undesignated. road
less U.S. Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Managment
lands.
Nelson-Zagar said the petitlon proposes that the
Badger/Two Medicine area be
given wilderness designation,
which would protect the area

from road construction, as
well as fuel exploration.
"The
proposed
drilling
would disrupt the watershed,
and the air quality,” NelsonZagar said, "not to mention
the wildlife, which would be
gravely harmed.”
She said the area provides
a prime grizzly bear and big
game habitat.
"it's the primary grizzly bear
corridor between Glacier and
the
Bob,"
Nelson-Zagar
added.
“Recreational opportunities,
such as primitive recreation
and solltute,” Zagar-Nelson
said, “abound In the Badger/Two Medicine area and
would be severely diminished
without wilderness designa
tion.”
Zagar-Nelson said, while
presenting the petition to
David Blair, Williams' field
representative, that local out
fitters and businesses would
be adversely impacted with

the advent of roadlng or gas
drilling."
The Blackfoot Indians have
treaty rights to the area, al
lowing for fishing and hunting
access under Montana fish
and game laws, as well as
firewood collecting privileges,
Mike Bader, a member of the

See Wilderness,' page 3
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Bouquets and Brick Bats
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Today marks the final Kalmln of Fall Quarter and
with It comes another edition of bouquets and brick
bats to commemorate the good deeds and foul plays
of the past three months.
eA bouquet to the West Virginia University Search
and Screening Committee for selecting University of
Montana President Neil Bucklew as one of three final
ists for the WVU presidency. Here's hoping the West
Vlrgina Board of Regents receives an even larger bou
quet In this space next quarter for giving Bucklew a
new job.
eA brick bat to UM Director of Auxllllary Services
Qeorge Mitchell for disregarding UM students in his
initial decisions to close North Corbin Hall and to not
allow students to give their Food Service meals to
whomever they want. Thanks to strong student opposi
tion, Mitchell has reversed these decisions. It would be
nice if Mitchell has learned a lesson and thinks about
the students Involved before he acts next time.
eA bouquet to UM Food Service Director John Plquette for having the guts to stand up to both Mitchell
and Bucklew on the meal donation issue and on the
decision to use Auxllllary Service money to build on to
the Yellow Bay Biological Research Station. Students
need more people like Plquette In this administration.
eA brick bat to anyone Involved with bringing the
Washington-Grizzly stadium to the university. UM may
need a new football stadium, but it doesn't need a
$3.8 million single-use boondoggle.
eA bouquet to Student Action Center Director Shaun
Egan and his staff for Involving SAC In several worth
while student issues this quarter. This is especially
commendable since Egan was originally thought to be
a minion of ASUM President Bill Mercer, someone
who would work toward Mercer's goal of eliminating
SAC. Fortuntely, nothing could be further from the
truth.
eA brick bat to the Montana Board of Regents and
to the state Legislature for raising UM tuition, but not
faculty salaries, to the level of UM's peer Institutions.
eA bouquet to the University Teachers Union for re
fusing to accept the paltry 1 percent salary increase
Initially offered by the regents and fighting for a more
equitable pay raise.
eAnother brick bat to the regents and one to Mercer
for attempting to violate the First Amendment and ex
ercise control over student media.
eA bouquet to the regents for realizing the folly, and
probable liability, of attempting to control the media.
eAnother brick bat, In fact several brick bats, to
Mercer for still not realizing ASUM presidents must
adhere to the U.S. Constitution and for trying to con
trol student bargaining representation, Central Board
and everything else in sight.
eA bouquet to the UM Financial Aids Office for effi
ciently and cheerfully handling the Pell Grant snafu. In
July the U.S. Deaprtment of Education ruled that 50
percent of all Pell Grant applications would have to be
reviewed, yet, despite this awesome task, the UM of
fice had many grants ready by registration and all
ready by the end of October.
•A brick bat to ASUM Vice President Amy Johnson
for being nothing more than Mercer's lap dog. To lis
ten to Amy Is to hear Bill. Come on Amy; we know
you have a brain. Let’s see you use It. Speak Amy.
•A bouquet to the Mansfield Library staff for trying
hard to produce a good learning atmosphere at a uni
versity that places a higher priority on football sta
diums than books.
•A brick bat to the ASUM Programming staff for ex
ercising the trickle down effect of the brown-nose fac
tor.
•A bouquet to the UM men’s cross-country team for
placing ninth In the NCAA championships and to Ken
Velasquez for receiving All-American honors.

Tim Huneck
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Kathie Horejsi
Off Stage
TIs the season to start shopping around
for an internship or a job for next summer.
It's important to know exactly what one
wants and needs from the experience, be
cause students looking for summer jobs or
internships are ripe for exploitation by em
ployers.
The responsibility for finding a quality In
ternship rests with the student. An intern
ship for credit through the university costs
as much as going to the university. It ought
to be worthwhile.
A lot depends on the supervisor. I had a
good experience in Washington D.C. (the
internship capitol of the world). I had a
project that I worked on and was responsi
ble for. But, the Ivy League graduate In the
next office, three feet away, spent half his
time answering the phone for his supervi
sor. He was, to put it mildly, quite bored.
As seasonal workers, students offer many
of the same advantages to the employer as
migrant workers or Illegal aliens. As a
group they tend to be rather naive. Middle
class children who grew up and went
straight to college after high school usually
have limited job experience, no concept of
employee rights or union demands and will
be moving on too soon to bother about
changing the situation.
Resorts are notorious for underpaying and
overworking employees. Job quality is usu
ally not the first priority of someone who
applies to spend the summer at the beach,
In the mountains or where the boys (or
girls) are. Students who obtain such jobs
far away from home can easily spend their
entire summer's earnings on the ticket there
and back again. If making money Is the pri
mary goal, living at home and working at
the mall might be the best bet.
Employers can pay minimum wage and
then deduct substantial sums for substan
dard food and housing from each
paycheck. The hours outside of work are
spent In a vacation setting, paid for not
with cash but by the voluntary lack of It.
The ability to make money can decrease In
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direct proportion to the desirability of a
job’s location.
Some resorts are run almost exclusively
by hotel management, accounting and chef
school Interns and staffed by liberal arts
students at the minimum wage or less.
Who wouldn't want to pass up the oppor
tunity to hire students who are willing to
work 20 to 40 or more hours per week for
little or nothing. It’s so cost effective.
Some people worry that every Intern they
see means another professional Is out of a
job.
There are agencies that do exploit the In
ternship system by replacing paid staff
positions with Interns, or using summer in
terns to cover for secretaries who are on
vacation. There are also organizations that
use substantial amounts of staff time, (and
therefore money) to orient and guide their
interns.
Many agencies that use Interns do not
have the funding to hire an adequate staff.
In some cases the work being done by in
terns Is the same work that used to be
done by professional volunteers, home
makers who used to offer their time In the
pursuit of church and civic activities, but
who are today more likely to have a sala
ried Job outside the home.
Fields like education and social work have
a history of Internship programs as part of
their college curriculum, student teaching
and practlcums for example. In fields such
as medicine, the Internship Is a formal step
on the way to becoming a doctor. In other
fields an Internship Is just a nice extra for
the resume, something not everyone can af
ford to do.
College credit for an unpaid Internship
can make It worth the cost. But If It Is to
have any real value at all, It’s important to
find an internship that offers the opportunityto work as a professional, not as a secre
tary or errand runner.
Kathie Horejsi Is a senior In Journallsm/llberal arts.

Communication problems add to stadium controversy
By Michael Kustudla
KMmnNwtMWr
For Gerry Brenner the sta
dium has become a "symbol
of what's wrong at the core
with the whole god damn uni
versity."
Brenner, a UM English pro
fessor, has been critical of the
UM President Nell Bucklew
and
his
administration's
’'Machiavellian” handling of
the project. Brenner said the
decision-making process In
the stadium Issue was a "cha
rade," one that "corrupts ba
sically the whole concept of
governance.”
But Bucklew disagrees with
critics on how decisions came
about. "A decision regarding
a complex matter tends to be

made in a complex way,” he
said.
"It was one of those issues
that took place in pieces,”
Bucklew said, adding that the
decisions were made over a
long period of time.
Bucklew said the campus
was Involved In the decisions,
noting that he met with the
Faculty Senate 10 or 12 times
to discuss the stadium. How
ever, Bucklew said that there
was always somebody "that
wasn't there," and that's
where part of the problem
comes from.
At the October Faculty Sen
ate meeting, Brenner called
for an Investigation of Buck
lew’s ethical conduct In his
handling of the stadium. How

ever, at the senate’s Novem
ber meeting, the executive
committee announced that It
did not find "evidence to war
rant an Investigation of Presi
dent Bucklew’s conduct."
Although the ECOS report
did not question Bucklew's
ethical behavior, it did recom
mend that a committee be es
tablished to study campus
government, and to propose
changes that would " allow for
more faculty involvement In
university affairs.
Bucklew said he thinks
that's a good Idea. He said
there Is a need to develop a
“new mechanism" to “get a
firsthand sense” of faculty
priorities.
Although he says he has no

apologies for the administra
tion’s handling of the stadium,
he does admit he would have
done some things differently.
"If I had to do it over again,
It would've been helpful ... to
have stopped and communi
cated with the broader cam
pus. That happened sort of,"
he said.
“Communication doesn’t al
ways work according to some
bureaucratic model ... It's my
frustration.”
Brenner, too, would ac
knowledge that the stadium
controversy might have come
from a lack of Information,
thus giving rise to suspicion
and speculation.

GERRY BRENNER

"It’s a huge problem of per
ception,” he said.

Stadium
Continued from page 1
But before the 1985 Legisla
ture, Montana law, particularly
laws concerning the open bid
ding of public construction
projects, prevented the use of
In-klnd donations. The Legis
lature passed Senate Bill 385
that cleared the way for Inklnd gifts for the stadium. The
suggestion for the legislation
came from the university ad
ministration and the Board of
Regents, according to Michael
Easton, vice president for uni
versity relations.
"We knew we wanted to get
some legislation to allow Inklnd donations,” he said.
The bill did that In a round
about way. SB 385 leased the
land on which the stadium is
being built to the UM Founda
tion, a private non-profit cor
poration. The foundation, In
effect, became the owner of
the stadium. Because It was

Wilderness
Continued from page 1
Badger Chapter of the Glacler/Two Medicine, said yes
terday.
"We think the tribal rights
can be written Into the wilder
ness bill,” Bader said,"and we
hope they'll consider It."
He said that Montana con
gressional delegation has
taken a “hands off stance" In
giving the Badger/Two Medi
cine area wilderness designa
tion, until there has been
some kind of agreement with
the tribe.
The 450-slgnature petition
was circulated by members of
the Badger Chapter of the
Glacier/Two Medicine Alliance
and MontPIRG and they plan
to continue petition efforts
and encourage Montanans to
voice their objections to their
congressmen. Blair told Za
gar-Nelson after the petiton
presentation that he would
“pass it along directly to Pat”
and that she would be “hear
ing from Pat directly,”

leased by a private corpora
tion, the stadium was no
longer a public project, and
therefore was exempt from
the laws that require an open
bidding process.
However, once the stadium
Is completed, the foundation
will turn it over to the univer
sity.
The open bidding process,
Easton said, Is unfair to con
tractors who might want to
donate their services. State
law requires that public con
struction projects be open to
blds—even If contractors want
to work for free. And to make
a possible donor submit a
bid, which is a time-consum
ing and costly process, Is Just
not fair, Easton said.
The open bidding laws put
a "potential donor through an
admlnstratlve process that
doesn't mean anything,” Eas
ton said.
Sen. Bruce Crippen, R-BIllIngs, Introduced SB 385 In
the middle of the last legisla
tive session. Crippen, in an
Interview In October, said the
use of In-klnd donations to
build public construction proj
ects may become more com-,
mon because of Increasingly
scarce state revenues.
“If it can't be done In the

public sector, the private sec
tor's got to do It,” he said.
Before the bill was intro
duced, a number of contrac
tors had been lined up as po
tential donors, Easton said.
The possibility of Washington
donating the earthwork had
been Informally discussed
over the past two years, he
said.
"When It became apparent
we were going to get In-klnd
gifts, we started looking at the
law," Crippen said.
Crippen said that Washing
ton had Informally agreed to
do the earthwork, but that "he
wasn't In line for as substan
tial a gift as he gave."
It was later that Washington
“stepped forward with a much
stronger gift than just the ex
cavation,” Lewis said.
UM President Nell Bucklew
said that he first met with
Washington last April. At that
time he “urged him to consid
er a major In-klnd gift,” he
said. Negotiations with Wash
ington went on for five
months until August when
Washington's donation was
announced.
Last May, while the Wash
ington deal was In progress.
Bucklew announced that the
stadium would be named
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after anyone who donated $1
million to the effort. At that
time he said no one had of
fered that amount and would
not speculate on who might.
Bucklew said naming facili
ties after major donors Is a
“fairly common situation In
private fund raising for univer
sities." The Performing Arts/Radio-Televlslon
Building
would have been named after
a major donor had there been
one, he said.
In addition to having the
stadium named after him,
Washington was also chosen
as the stadium’s general con
tractor.
"The biggest advantage of
Washington's gift," Easton
said, Is his "willingness to be
the general contractor and
coordinate the whole project."
Zader said "It made more
sense” to have Washington
Construction be the general
contractor because of the
firm’s knowledge of the sub
contractors available.
Easton said he hopes that a
"significant portion” of the
sub-contracted work will be
donated. He said that there
are proposals for having
some of the mechanical and
electrical work donated on an

$1.00
Off

in-kind basis.
Repeated attempts by the
Kaimln to reach Washingtonwere unsuccessful. However,
Dorn Parkinson, vice presi
dent of finance for Washing
ton Corporations, said that
Washington made the dona
tion to do something for the
university and community.
Although Washington Isn't a
“strong football fanatic,” Par
kinson said Washington felt
that Dornblaser Field was In
adequate for the university.
“He felt the college and
community deserved a better
facility than that," Parkinson
said.
Although
Washington's
donation Is tax deductible,
that consideration played no
part In Washington’s decision
to give to the stadium, Par
kinson said. He also said that
the contract to build the sta
dium “will not be a money
maker.”
Washington, a Missoula na
tive, recently bought the Ana
conda Copper Mining hold
ings In Butte. For the last five
years, his firm has ranked
among the top 15 heavy con
struction companies In dollar
volume of contracts. Since
1982, these contracts have
topped $100 million a year.
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Several innovative courses offered next quarter at UM
By Christopher Ranslck
Kalmln Contributing Reporter

From the Occult to Halley's Comet
to K. Ross Toole's telecourse on
Montana history, the University of
Montana will offer a slate of innova
tive courses for Winter Quarter.
Michael Malouf, program specialist
for UM's Continuing Education Exten
sion, said Thursday that the twocredit telecourse, titled "History of
Montana and the West," Is a compila
tion of taped lectures delivered by K.
Ross Toole at UM before his death In
1981. Toole taught at UM for 16
years.
Montanans for Quality Television,
under the direction of Mary Canty,
taped Toole's lectures that spring.
Combined with historic photos, the
lectures were produced in 20 halfhour programs, including such topics
as buffalo massacres, homesteading
and the future of the str’*' re
sources.

Freelance historian Frank Grant Is
the instructor for the course, which
was also offered this quarter and
drew 52 students. He said the cour
sework “is all done In the students'
homes."
KUED in Salt Lake City will broad
cast the programs at 9 p.m. on Tues
days and 8 p.m. on Thursdays. Stu
dents will watch the programs, read
from a list of five books on Montana
history and will be mailed examina
tions. The course is available for both
graduate and undergraduate credit.
"Halley's Comet: A Retrospective
View” Is a one-credit course to be of
fered Winter Quarter through the his
tory department. History Professor
Duane Hampton, the course instruc
tor, said up to 10 other faculty mem
bers from varied disciplines will help
team-teach the class.
Hampton said the nature of the
subject requires teachers from many
areas of expertise, including history,

astronomy and religious studies. The
Idea for a class on the comet was
generated because people "across
campus" felt the university couldn t
let the galactic visitor pass without of
fering students a chance to study It.
Paul Dietrich, professor of religious
studies, will teach “The Occult," a
course which will cover magic, al
chemy, astrology and demonology,
with an emphasis on western tradi
tions.
Dietrich said guest lecturers from
the department will speak on topics
within their fields. As an example, he
said, Religious Studies Professor
James Buchanan will present a lec
ture on Eastern alchemy and magic.
For those who need some comic
relief, "Humor In the Education and
Health Professions," will be offered
through the Center for Continuing
Education, as an extension course in
Polson.
Fred Weldon, director of the Center

for Student Development and instruc
tor for the course, said he has been
conducting workshops and classes on
the subject for two years at the Uni
versity of Washington and in hospitals
throughout the state.
The course will encourage students
to explore how to use and share
humor in a professional setting, as
well as enhancing their creativity,
Weldon said. It will "help them be
come comfortable with humor and
themselves,” he added.
Weldon said the American Medical
Association has done a great deal of
research In recent years on the heal
ing power of humor, and its reports,
in conjunction with those of the Insti
tute for the Advancement of Human
Behavior at Stanford University, will
form the basis for class material.

Students interested In this course
must register by Jan. 3.

Homemade creations are displayed at University Center's Art Fair
By Adlna Lindgren
Kaimin Staff Reporter

In four days 140 different
artists will display their wares
for University of Montana stu
dents at the University Center
Christmas Art Fair.
The fair, which runs through
today, is one of four art fairs
sponsored yearly by the Uni
versity Center.
Delores Crocker, program-

mlng administrative assistant
and coordinator of the art
fairs, said since the fairs
started In 1972 they have ex
panded from 40 booths to 64
booths.
At Christmas, the number of
booths is Increased to 70.
Two separate groups display
their wares for two days each.
The fairs have a wide vari
ety of arts and crafts ranging

from pottery, paintings and
photography to jewelry, toys,
knitting and leatherwork.
Some of the artists attend*
Ing make their living from
their work, for others It Is
only a hobby.
John Baklua Is one of those
full-time artists He said since
1980 he has been making his
"wooden creations," such as
letter openers, cutting boards

and frames. The UC fair was
his first showing.
Richard Holms creates art
from elk horna. He usually
sells his work wholesale but
said he began attending art
fairs In the winter because
tourism drops off.
Holms said this is his first
showing at the UC fair and al
though It is one of the smaller
fairs he has shown at. It is
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also one of the best because
of all the students.
Crocker said the UC fairs
have “become unique be
cause they (the wares) must
be all handcrafted and yet it
(the fair) is not a juried
show," meaning the artists’
creations are not viewed be
fore they are accepted.
Artists are notified about a
month in advance about the
fair. Applications are accepted
on a first come, first served
basis.
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Common Ground between agriculture and environment
topic of next week's Wilderness Institute program
By James Conwell
KMmn SMf> Haponv

A Pulitzer Prize-winning
author and a nationally known
writer will be at the University
of Montana next week for a
UM Wilderness Institute con
ference

Gary Snyder, who won a
Pulitzer Prize for his book of
poetry titled "Turtle Island,"
and Wendell Berry, a writer
and advocate of the family
farm, will speak Dec. 10 at
the "On Common Ground’*
conference The conference is
being held in the Under
ground Lecture Hall Dec. 9 to
11.
The conference’s Is to find
the “common ground” be

tween wilderness and agricul
tural issues, especially in Mis
soula, Ravalli and Mineral
counties. David Purviance of
the Wilderness Institute said
Monday
Additional speakers for the
conference will Include faculty
members from UM. Montana
State University and Western
Montana College
Also, representatives from
the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes, Flathead Cul
tural Committee, Northern
Plains Resource Council and
the New Creation Institute will
participate.
"We hope we got a mix of
viewpoints, primarily from this
area of the state,” Purviance
said of the speakers

Purviance said Snyder and
Berry were Invited “because
they bring a perspective from
outside the tri-county area "

state, county and city govern
ments can work to ensure
land is used productively, "but
not at the expense of some of
our more scenic areas,” Purviance said.
A letter by the Wilderness
Institute states that the con
ference "will not focus on
public policy and political Is
sues" as "these discussions
often become polarized, lead
ing to polictical conflicts."

The two featured speakers
were Intentionally slated to
speak after the first day-anda-half of the conference. Pur
viance said, so they can “feel
the pulse” of the conference
by listening to area people on
the panels and In the audi
ence.
The conference is being
This will allow them time to
become familiar with the per funded by a grant from the
ceptions people of this area Montana Committee for the
have about the land, Purvi Humanities, ASUM and the
UM Wilderness Institute.
ance said.
There Is a $5 registration
Participants in the confer
ence will attempt to come up fee for UM students and a
with ideas for ways in which $15 fee for non-students.

Photo courtny of Virginia Sc handler
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Many options open to students traveling during Christmas Break
By James Conwell
Ktlmin Sttfl AaporW

By air, road or rail. Univer
sity of Montana students soon
will be venturing away from
Missoula to be with family or
friends for the holidays.
The method by which most
students travel usually de
pends on their budget, the
time they have for travel and
the availability of seats for
their destination.
For those who have not yet
made reservations, but are
still hoping to fly out-of-state,
air faros sro “going to be
really
outrageous,**
Emy
Romlnger, a travel agent for
Thrifty Travel of Missoula,
said this week
The reason for the high
costs, Romlnger said. Is be
cause "ultra super saver”
rates are no longer In effect
for the holidays.
"Ultra super savor" rates
are fares airlines offer on a
limited number of seats for
people who make reservations
at least 30 days In advance.
Romlnger said. So If students
have not purchased this type
of ticket it Is too Iste.
However, a “super saver"
rate, for a limited number of
seats reserved st least 14
days In advance, still applies,
she said
According to Romlnger and
Peg Redeen. a travel agent
for The Travel Bug Travel
agency, some round trip tick
et fares from Missoula run:
Los Angeles. $520; Minneapoiia/St. Paul, $358; Chicago,
$398; Salt Lake City, $300;
and Dallas. $398
"The closer it gets to Christ
mas the harder it is to get the
cheaper fares.** Redeen said,
adding that many of the
above fares are "subject to
availability **
Fares for in-stats ftights are
still pretty reasonable. Romln
ger said, as long aa paseen-

gers give at least seven days
notice prior to the day they
want to fly.
Round trip In-state fares
leaving Missoula run: Billings,
$67; Bozeman, $80; Great
Falls, $70; Helena, $88; and
Kalispell, $60.
The bus Is available to
those who do not want to fly
or cannot afford the fares.
Elmer Hintz, of Greyhound
Bus Lines in Missoula, said
passengers are not allowed to
make reservations, but with
so many buses traveling each
day, the bus service can
“usually take care of every
one.”
One-way tickets on buses
leaving Missoula run: Billings,

$29.60; Bozeman, $19.75; Hel
ena, $10.60; Great Falls,
$19.35; Kalispell, $13.85; Los
Angeles, $131; and New York
City, $164.
For those who feel they
need a little more space than
they can get on a bus while
traveling, Amtrak reaches a
limited number of destinations
throughout the United States.
The catch Is that the near
est train station Is in White
fish, which is about 130 miles
north of Missoula on Highway
93.
According to Dena Loukas,
a travel agent with Topp
Travel in Missoula, Amtrak di
vides the United States into
three sections and determines

The Secret Is Out!

plre Builder,’’ is in both re
gions one and two, the divislon being Wolf Point.
Those hearty Individuals
who shun the use of commer
cial transportation and take to
the highways on their own,
should check road conditions
before leaving.
Road condition Information
Is available for western Mon
tana by calling 728-8553, and
for state-wide Information call
1-800-332-8170.

LET’S GO BOWLING

PLAN A PARTY IN THE
CEDAR LOUNGE

ASUM Programming & Missoula Food Bank

Present

N Benefit Movie . . .

“TOP SECRET”

Open Lanes Friday,
Saturday & Sunday

or after 9 PM

from the makers of AIRPLANE

UM Students
General

fares based on how many of
the sections passengers travel
through.
These "All Aboard America”
fares are offered all year, and
require passengers to make
reservations. However, seats
are usually available, Loukas
said.
Prices for round-trip travel
In one region costs $150, for
two regions, $225, and for the
entire U.S., $275. Montana’s
only Amtrak route, "The Em

Every Evening

$2.00
$3.00

FIVE VALLEYS BOWL
On the 93 Strip

1515 Dearborn
549-4158

One Stop Shopping

= $1.00
(2 cans of food •= 1 dollar Off ticket)

Lake Wobegon Days ★ House ★
Mammoth Hunters ★ A Maggot k
Dancing in the Light ★ Texas ★
English Creek ★ Montana Is ★
& many, many more
Books make great gifts!

Sunday, December 8
2:00 pm
Underground Lecture Hall

Fruitcakes
Baking Supplies
Fresh Coffee
Croissants

TaAre <4 Break From The Cramming!

549-2127

FREDDY’S

FEED AND BEAD

Open
Every
Day ’til
Christmas

1221 Helen
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Entertainment
'Orchard' cast
By John Kappes
Kalmln Art* Editor

Watching Anton Chekhov's
"The Cherry Orchard" (Friday
and Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Montana Theater) is not at all
dull. True, there’s very little
dramatic action: Madame Ranevskaya, her brother Gaev
and her daughter Anya return
to their Russian estate from
Paris. Lopahin, a wealthy
friend, welcomes them home.
He warns that their cherry or
chard will have to be sold.
The warnings are not heeded.

Review
"The Cherry Orchard” Is not
dull because Chekhov had a
remarkable eye for detail,
tempered by a powerful dis
taste for the showy or melo
dramatic. He decided who his
characters were, down to the
last button, and then let them
be. Soon enough, In their
conversation—their
shared
confidences—they
make

gives Chekhov's poetry flesh

themselves known to an audi
ence.
But what is the point of
simply sketching In charac
ters, however brilliantly It’s
done? Very little, unless, as
Chekhov suspected, It’s only
In people's everyday Ilves
(rather than extraordinary
events) that the mood and at
mosphere of a whole time
can be fixed.
In the current Drama/Dance
production director James
Kriley Is very much after at
mosphere. The sense of an
end, of things passing away:
that's the bittersweet lyricism
in Chekhov he wants to tap.
To do It, he follows the play
wright and lets his actors be.
Brien Sankey, James Lortz
and William Kershner ap
proach Chekhov as a sociolo
gist of culture. Sankey’s Lopa
hin is the driven, vain and
sentimental capitalist that
Chekhov saw closing In for
the kill In the early 1800s.
Sankey makes Lopahin about
as likable as possible without

giving up the unsparing self
Interest Chekhov Intended him
to have.
Lortz's Gaev, on the other
hand, is well-bred—perhaps
inbred—haughty, vain and
sentimental. Lortz gives a fine,
controlled performance, not
letting his character's taste for
bilious rhetoric overwhelm the
discontent simmering under
neath. When Gaev Is finally
forced to leave the estate,
Lortz looks bewildered, angry
and disappointed In himself.
It's an affecting moment.
Kershner, a UM professor,
has done his homework. His
portrayal of the student Trofi
mov, who believes in science
and progress and all that,
seems as dry and humorless
as such people must have
been. But Kershner is so softspoken as to be inaudible at
times, and I missed the fire in
his preaching.
Nor would it hurt If he
picked up the pace.
William Yellow Robe (as the
merchant Slmeonoff-Plschik)

'Indie' records

Good music you can't hear on your radio
As we approach the middle world of American music that
of the 1980s, the music spew Is being hidden by the huck
ing from our radios has once sters, a world well worth ex
again become the aural ploring.
equivalent of Cream of Wheat
—bland and chalky, with nei
ther lumps nor good taste to
distinguish it The synthesizers By Richard Mockler
and drum machines that were
interesting in 1981 are omni
present and dull now; themes
Independent albums and
that were once fresh now singles are usually produced
smell of a lack of originality In small quantities and sold
and an excess of commercial only In a band's local area.
ism. But independent records The band often finances the
show that there Is an amazing record Itself, then pitches It to

Pop

radio stations and fans, all in
an attempt to get their music
heard and, maybe, to get a
record contract.
Some groups—R.E.M. and
The Hooters, for example—
have ridden to fame on the
success of these self-promot
ed efforts. Most are not so
fortunate. However, the variety
of music found on independ
ent records make them a
product worth supporting.
A number of former Mlssou-

See ‘Pop,’ page 16

and Robert John Saeger (as
the fool Yeplhodov) see Che
khov as a humorist. Yellow
Robe is wonderfully oily and
overbearing, shrugging off
each setback with the opti
mism of the doomed. And
Saeger negotiates his pratfalls
with grace, even a certain ele
gance.
Chekhov's writing goes
beyond elegant humor and
social commentary, however.
His psychological Intuitions
are tested by Ranevskaya's
prim daughter Varya (Susan
Ensley), the self-absorbed
Charlotte (Adele Hansen) and
Firs, the estate's caretaker
(Randy Bolton).
Ensley has a tough scene In
Act Four, when she Is silently
rejected by Lopahin, which
she handles well. Still, her
Varya Is too mean-spirited,
too monochromatic, through
the rest of the play. Much of
the time she seems like a
wicked stepsister, not at all In

keeping with Kriley's muted
tone.
By contrast, Hansen keeps
her distance from Charlotta's
less sympathetic side until the
end, when she practically
steals the final scene with a
withering, Germanic dismissal
of Ranevskaya's Indecisive
ness. Bolton follows suit,
punctuating things with his
out-of-kilter laugh, until he's
left alone in the house. Then
he pushes everything Implicit
in his reading of the part to
the surface. I didn't like his
voice, which sounds like his
voice, but that's quibbling.
it's not quibbling to point
out that Michael Harlan (as
Yasha) apparently has no
reading of his part. He relies
on a cigar to communicate
bllllards-and-scotch
deca
dence. which would do if he
didn’t force laughter so much.
Again, it disrupts the mood
Kriley tries to fashion.

See ‘Chekhov,* page 7

ON
COMMON
GROUND

Guys & Gals
December Special

A National Conference
On
Agriculture and Wilderness
December 9, 10 & 11, 1985

Perm & Hair Cut
$25.00
Regular Haircut........... $6.00

All The Time
Wa/k In’s Welcomed
Vi

Photo by Howard Skagge/UM

WILLIAM YELLOW ROBE, DIANE MANNING AND SUSAN
ENSLEY In “The Cherry Orchard”: a true pleasure to see.

Featuring
GARY SNYDER
WENDELL BERRY

Block West of Library
Afternoon Sessions in the University Center Ballroom
Evening performances in the University Theater

Colleen’s Beauty Salon
543-5934

General Admission: $15 Students: $5 Evening Performances Only: $2 each

Call Colleen at
221 E. Main

'6—Mbntarra Kai mln •' Friday, •Decembers

For More Information Contact the Wilderness Institute, School of Forestry
Forestry Building, Room 207, 243-5361
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Holiday arts preview: poetry, tapestries and food for the hungry
By John Kappes
lUmRAmMaof

and Rob Buckmaster
Um CoarMii Awwa*

Two major American poets
will read at the University of
Montana next weak. Gary
Snyder and Wandoil Berry are
the featured speakers at the

"On Common Ground” con
ference. sponsored by the UM
Wilderness Institute (See re
lated story, page 5.)
Sunday through Tuesday
there will be dally workshops
in the UC Ballroom and eve
ning performances in the Uni
versity Theater Admission to

Chekhov
Continued from pogo 6
Chekhov at hie finest la an
imaglst: “The light of the
moon shines so brightly
through the window that even
the buttons on his nightshirt
are visible," he wrote in his
notebook. What makes this
production a success, finally,
Is that both Kriley and his
lead actresses understand
how to give that poetry flesh.
Julie Marlowe Is an ethereal
Anya, her delicacy only en
hanced by the thin strand of
silliness she deploys at will.
And Diane Manning Is radiant
as Ranevskaya, commanding
the stage with every gesture.

Dressed Impeccably by Holly
Monsos, she Is beguiling,
beautiful and a true pleasure
to watch.

The bare trees and dusky
orange light of Act Two—a
visual triumph by set designer
Bill Raoul and lighting de
signer Richard James—prepa
re the ground. The image is
born, however, when the cast
lets go, and savors the little
moments of silence In which
their characters live and
breathe. It was good enough
for Chekhov, and It's good
enough for me.

the readings is $2 Call 2435361 for Information.
Other events:
a Poet, artist and musician D
R. Wagner has an exhibit of
tapestries going up at the
Brunswick Gallery, 223 Rail
road. Wagner has shown his
needlepoint miniatures In Los
Angeles. San Francisco and
Denver. There will be a free
opening reception (with Wag
ner in attendance) Friday from
7 to 9 p.m.

POET WENDELL BERRY,
right, will read at UM next
week, while tapestry artist
D. R. Wagner’s work (detail
of “Totentanse," above) will
• The old Brunswick Build be on display at the Bruns
ing at the corner of Railroad wick Gallery through the
and Woody Streets will be the Christmas season.
sight of a gigantic studio art
sale this weekend. Leslie Van Ings, sculpture and such cre
Stavern Millar Il's silkscreen ated by Montana artists and
prints, paintings and litho designed with children In
graphs will be up for sale Fri mind. The exhibition opened
day from 6-10 p.m., Saturday Thursday and will run through
from 11-4 p.m. and Sunday January 4.
• The Second Wind Reading
from noon-4 p.m.
• And among the holiday tid- Series continues Sunday with
dlngs at the Missoula Missoula writers Caroline Pat
Museum of the Arts this terson and Delrdre McNamer.
month Is the “Big Art for Lit As usual, it takes place at 7
tle People” exhibit. This Is a p.m. In Forestry 305. It’s free.
collection of drawings, paint- • To ease the pain of finals

week, the ASUM Film Series
offers Top Secret Sunday at
2 p.m. In the Underground
Lecture Hall. The film is a
spoof of Elvis Presley movies,
and includes many characters
from 1940s “B" movies. If you
bring two cans of food, the
usual student admission price
of $2 will drop to $1. The
food will aid Mlssoula-area
residents during the Christ
mas season.

How to wire
your home for
phone service.
Thinking of building or remodeling a home?
If so, you’ll probably have to wire it for phone
service. To get the job done, you now have several
options available to you.
As always, you can arrange for us to install
your wiring. Just tell us when, and we’ll wire your
home before you put up your walls. Call your service
representative for this service and the associated
charges.
Or if you’re the handy type, you can do it
yourself. To help you, we’ll provide a free “how to”
booklet with instructions and information on safety
precautions and procedures. Or, you can have
someone else do the work for you, such as an
independent contractor or electrician.
Additionally, you can participate in our Wiring
Maintenance Plan, which provides low-cost main
tenance and repair service regardless of who did the
installing (as long as quality standards are met).
To find out more about wiring installation,
check the Customer Guide section at the front of
your White Pages Directory. So the sound of a
telephone can ring out in your new home.

For the way you live.
Mountain Bell
Montana Kaimin • Friday, December 6,! <1985—Fl

Internship experience
a benefit to students
when job searching

Overseas experience is a must
for teachers, college instructor says
By Jackie Amsden
Kaimln Reporter

Students at the University of
Calabra In Nigeria are bright
and attentive, unlike students
at the University of Montana,
who are "sleepy and bored,”
said a UM faculty member
who participated in a faculty
exchange program last year.
Katherine Weist, associate
professor of anthropology,
said In a Sigma XI lecture
yesterday that her teaching
experience In Nigeria was
“wonderful.”
Sigma XI is a nation-wide
organization that supports sci
entific research.
Weist said she welcomed

the change where the class
would answer when she said
good morning, and students
would argue If they disagreed
with the professor.
One reason that a student
is so attentive Is that the ex
tended family usually has to
sacrifice so that one child
may go to school. The child
must do well for the sake of
the family, she said.
“You bring ideas from your
own society and find out
things don't work that way,”
Weist said, remarking that she
shocked the workers In the
airport when she first arrived
by asking to use the tele
phone. Telephones are rare in

Calabra, Nigeria.
Entertainment Is also miss
ing In this small West African
town. There are few televi
sions, no movie theaters, no
downtown or real shops and
stores there. “I had to draw In
upon myself for my own en
tertainment,” Weist said.
Weist said another differ
ence was the over-centralized
nature of Institutions, Includ
ing the university.
Weist said Nigerian institu
tions are over-centralized be
KATHERINE WEIST
cause they are modeled after
Weist advises all faculty
those of British colonialists
who put control In the hands members to consider trading
of a few because they did not places with a professor in a
foreign country.
trust Africans.

Searches continuing for replacements of three UM deans
the business dean search the UM administration by
committee, said his committee March 1.
The search continues at the has reviewed 70 applications
Hollmann said he “feels
University of Montana for and narrowed the number of good about the candidates”
deans for the schools of edu candidates to 24.
and hopes to fill the position
cation, forestry and business,
by July 1.
but no selections will be
The committee's goal, Holl
Applications for dean of the
made before next quarter, ac mann said, Is to 11.terview 4 School of Education will be
cording to the three selection or 5 finalists in mld-January accepted through Jan. 31,
committee's chairmen.
or by early February and said
Howard
Reinhardt,
Bob Hollmann, chairman of make a recommendation to search committee chairman.

By Faith Conroy
Kiirrun Stiff Reporter

4n%
IU /O STUDENT
DISCOUNT

Monday Nite Football
Hungry Man Special

!

1A lb; Hamburger
Salad Bowl
—' “French Fries -.
20 oz. Pepsi or Diet Pepsi

To be valid the decowit cotton
must be presented m conjixction
with student identification

Intermountain
Transportation
Co.

$3.00

Enjoy Our Big Screen T.V.

Copper Commons

■Effective thru Jan. 15,1986,

LOCALLY
OWNED &
OPERATED

BRUNSWICK
GALLERY

LANtb fit HJN CENTER

Opening Tonight 7 to 9 p.m.

Artist reception

OPEN 24 HRS.
FRI. & SAT.

YOUR FAVORITE ROCK VIDEO’S

Gallery Hours: Thursday-Friday 4-8 pm

ON OUR 24 OVERHEAD TELEVISION SCREENS

BOWL ALL NIGHT — UP TO 6 PEOPLE PER LANE
Ft
ONLY «10«> TOTAL
CALL JOHN Ob

’ECIAL RA TES ON GROUP PARTIES

Westside Lanes

Saturday 1-5

Tomorrow December 7th
Poetry reading and slide show, 7 to 9 p.m.

721-LANE

Third Street Studio

1615 Wyoming
(2 Blocks West of Russell St. Underpass)

8—Montana Kainirri

223 Railroad
549-5518

D.R. Wagner

Rockin’ Bowling
MIDNITE TO 8 AM

Philip Catalfomo, chairman
for the forestry dean search
committee, said the commit
tee published the first an
nouncement for the position
last week and will be accept
ing applications through Jan.
31.

f

Single person/Passenger travel

FRI. & SAT. NITE

Fifteen applications have been
received to date, he said.

Fttfey, Dedefribe}-

204 S. 3rd W.
'

By Jackie Amsden
Kumm Reporter

For Dorothy Walther, an in
ternship last summer was just
what she needed to under
stand how her studies could
benefit both her and the “real
world.”
“I would advise an Intern
ship for anyone who gradu
ates from this campus,” said
Walther, a senior in business.
She worked for money and
academic credit In Helena last
summer at the Montana De
partment of Commerce, where
she helped to compile a cata
log that describes the differ
ent ways to fund community
services.
The catalog is the first of its
kind In Montana, and Is
"highly appreciated by the
people who are going to use
it," such as local government
officials, Walther said.
In addition to providing a
much needed service to the
state, Walther's Internship
greatly furthered her own
education.
“I learned as much there
last summer as I did in a lot
of my classes put together."
she said.
Walther s internship was set
up by Cooperative Education,
which helps students find In
ternships throughout the year.
Co-op Ed Director Barb
Olson said, “students are
learning from the company
(they work for) but they are
also contributing."
Olson said Internships pro
vide an "opportunity to find
out what that particular career
would entail." If students de
cide to go on with that ca
reer, “they get a foot in the
door with a company they’d
like to work with,” she added.
For the majority of students,
an Internship will lead to a
job either with that company
or another, Olson said.
For Instance, Jeff Rader's
Internship through Co-op Ed
helped to qualify him for his
job as the supervisory park
ranger at Grand Teton Nation
al Park. Rader graduated in
wildlife biology in 1982.
Rader, who hires a staff of
14, stressed the importance of
on-the-job experience In com
parison to academics. Work
experience puts different
aspects together for a career
later, he said.
Students can learn more
about Internships by attending
an open house Friday from 1:
00 to 4:00 p.m. It will be held
In the new Co-op Ed office,
which is In Main Hall 22. The
office was previously located
with Continuing Education on
the first floor of Main Hall.
Olson said the new location
Is good because Co-op Ed Is
a “student-centered program
and now we have space for
students to come In" and
browse through -the materials.’

Campus Recreation Congratulates

Fall 1985 Intramural Champions
Women's 3 on 3 Basketball

Women’s Volleyball

Women's Football

Co-Rec Volleyball

Co-Rec Football

Men’s Volleyball

Men’s 3 on 3 Basketball

Women’s Racquetball

Men’s Racquetball

Punt Pass and Kick Contest

Montana Kaimin

Friday, Depeynfef Qr

Sports
Grizzly eagers to defend crown

in Champion Holiday Classic
By Fritz Neighbor

Larry Krystkowiak, who aver
ages 19.6 points and 10.2 re
bounds per game.
Point guard Scott Zanon av
erages 10.6 points and 5.6
assists per game while small
forward John Boyd tallies 8.4
points a contest.
Rounding out the starting
line-up, off guard Todd Powell
and 6-10 center Larry McBri
de are both averaging eight
points per contest.
San Diego head coach Hank
Egan Is "familiar with what we
do," Montgomery said, adding
that they coached against
each other while Egan was at
the Air Force Academy.
Likewise, Montgomery said
he doesn't expect any sur
prises from Egan as far as
game strategy.
San Diego "just plays good,
solid basketball,” Montgomery
said, adding that they lake
high percentage shots, much
like the Grizzlies do.

Kairrxn Sports Reporter

Sttf! photo by Erk Troy Of

MONTANA’S K.C. McQOWAN, left, faints against Chance
Patarson during yesterday's basketball practice. Tonight the
Grizzlies face the University of San Diego at 7
in
the
Champion Holiday Classic.

The University of Montana
men’s basketball team will be
shooting for Its fourth straight
Champion Holiday Classic title
this weekend In what looks to
be a very balanced four-team
field.
Although tradition favors the
Grizzlies, who have yet to lose
an opening round game In
the slx-year history of the
classic, the going won't be
easy.
The Grlz will face the Uni*
versify of San Diego Toreros
In the tourney's first game to
night at 7.
Earlier this season the To
reros defeated the University
of Nevada-Reno and Montana
to win the Big Sky Confer
ence.
Montana head basketball
coach Mike Montgomery said
the Grizzlies will have to exe
cute against the Toreros bet
ter than they have been and
must "be more effective on
the boards.’’
Montana Is led by 6-foot-9inch All-American forward

The Toreros' top player is 7
foot center Scott Thompson,
who was an All-West Coast
Athletic Conference member

PERMANENT EYE UNER
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

Paris Electrolysis Center
549-0456 for Appointment

1748 South Ave. West

549-8225

RENTAL - SALES - SERVICE

X-Country Ski Package..... 85.00 day
Snowshoes................................. 4.00day
Toboggans................................. 4.00day
Snow Tubes.............................. 2.00day
Ice Skates.................................. 2.00day
We also carry a complete line of military surplus
Wool Pants

Leather Gloves Field Packs

Wool Shirts

Wool Liners

LC2 Med. Rucksack

Cargo Pants

Arctic Mittens

LC1 Lg. Rucksack

At your service with
pride and thanks

Gifts
•
•
•
•
•

Jacket Liners

Wool Sweaters Alice Pack
Mummy Bags
Duffle Bags
M65 Field Jackets Fanny Packs
Mickey Mouse Boots
Parkas
Wool Blankets Lg. Ammo Boxes

Diamonds
Jewelry
Watches and Clocks
Gifts
Custom Work

Layaway Now for
Christmas
Parking Validation

Pant Liners

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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On Higgins
Across from the Bon
107 North Higgins
542-2412

•
•
•
•

Service
Quality Work
Quality Merchandise
Fair Prices

For your shopping

convenience during the
Christmas season we will be
open Friday until 9 p.m. —
Sunday 12:00-5:30

last season.

Thompson averages 10
points per game this season
and, according to Montgom
ery, has "real good touch."
Montgomery also said It will
be tough to defend a player
Thompson’s size who shoots
well.
Montgomery said he rates
6-4 guard Mark Bostic as San
Diego's best athlete.
Bostic, a starter last year, is
coming off the bench this
season and leads the team in
scoring at 12.8 points per
game.
Pete Murphy, a 6-4 guard,
is the Toreros' best perimeter
shooter, according to Mont
gomery.
He also said San Diego has
"pretty good depth." and they
use a lot of players during
the game.
He said he expects the To
reros to play an aggressive
man-to-man defense and to
try to take Grizzly power for
ward Larry Krystkowiak out of
the Montana game plan.
The key for Montana, 3-2
on the season, is to get all its
players to play wall as a
team.
"We're trying to make prog
ress," Montgomery said, add
ing that Zanon has done a
good job of running the offen
se and Boyd has played well
at times this season.
San Diego, also 3-2 this
season, lost 78-66 to CalState Fullerton In Its most re
cent game.
Montgomery said he won’t
waste time worrying about
strategies against the Univer
sity of South Alabama Jag
uars or McNeese State Cow
boys until the San Diego
game is completed.
However, he did mention 68 guard Ricky Brown and 610 center Alan Kortokrax as
South Alabama's top players.
Kortokrax was averaging
13.5 points and five rebounds
for the 2-1 Jaguars after the
first two games.
Brown was averaging nine
points, four rebounds and 4.5
assists per game.
Montgomery also said he
expects the 4-0 McNeese
State Cowboys to be an aw
fully good team, despite los
ing All-American Joe Dumars
to the National Basketball As
sociation.
The Cowboys return three
starters, and Jerome Batiste,
a 6-9 center, was leading the
team with 17.3 points and
eight rebounds per game
after three games.

Big Sky scenery impresses visiting players
Tm elated with the eights,"
Waitman said. “This is the
As a preview to tonight's first time I’ve seen this much
basketbail game between the snow ... I wish I would’ve
McNeese State Cowboys and brought my camera.’’
the South Alabama Jaguars in
Also a new eight to the
the Champion Holiday Classic, Southern teams are enormous
the two teams should square mountains. Well, really moun
off in a snowball fight.
tains, period.
Why a snowball fight? Allow
Jaguars’ head coach Mike
"I've never seen a mountain
Hanks to answer that one
like that,” Waitman says,
pointing
to Mt. Sentinel.
“I'd venture to say half our
“What's it called?"
team has never seen snow
before," Hanks said of the
Mobile. Ala .-based team
Weather seems to be the
downfall of our beloved area,
Jose Waltman, a Florida na according to popular opinion
tive who plays for Hanks, is of members on the three
on his first trip to the Pacific teams.
Northwest
One player was heard ask
In fact, so are most of the ing what the weather forecast
Jaguars, Cowboys and San for the weekend was, hoping
Diego Toreros.
to avoid a blizzard.

By Ken Pekoe

Sporte Reporter

Rice named

to All-Big Sky
defense team
Montana's Mike Rice, a
punter-receiver on the
Grizzly
football
team,
added another award to his
list of achievements Wed
nesday as he was named
to the Ail-Big Sky Confer
ence first team defensive
unit as its punter.
Rice, already on the All
Big Sky offensive first team
as a wide receiver and re
turn specialist, Is only a
junior.
For clarification, punting
is viewed as a defensive
play In football even
though the offensive unit
has possession of the ball.
Rice led NCAA Division IAA teams nationally In
punting this season with a
44.7-yard average.
He was also In the voting
for the conference most
valuable player on offense,
placing fifth.
Senior wide receiver Eric
Yarber of the University of
Idaho won the award.
Rice also received votes
as the top newcomer in the
Big Sky Conference, com
ing In third.
The award went to fresh
man runningback sensation
Charvez Foger of the Uni
versity of Nevada-Reno.
Other UM players hon
ored were junior Shawn
Poole, named to the all
conference second team as
a down lineman, and safe
ties Ted Ray, a senior, and
junior Terry Shillam, who
both made honorable men
tion as defensive backs.

Lorrie Ardoin, equipment
manager for the Cowboys of
Lake Charles. La., seemed
less apprehensive about the
cold.
"Is there any place you all
go to ski around here?” he
asked
Ardoin has never been ski
ing but is ready to wax his
shoes to try. Watch out Snow
Bowl.

Mike Marshall, a guard for
McNeese State and former
Wyoming resident, explained
the concept of winter to his
teammates in a bone-chilling
manner: "You don't see the
ground around here until
May, so you got to warm It
up on the court.”
For the Cowboys and Torer

os. who traveled together
from Salt Lake City, just get
ting to Missoula was a battle
in itself.
Because of the fog at Mis
soula County Airport, their
flight was rerouted to Butte,
where the teams boarded a
bus to Missoula.

And what did the players
think about Butte and the bus
trip?
"Butte was like minute,"
Mark Bostic of the Toreros
said in rhyming fashion.

JOSE WAITMAN

“Getting here was like get
ting to Hooterville," fellow To
rero James Knight added, re
ferring to the imaginary town
in the TV show Petticoat Junciton.

South Alabama's Dale Os
bourne described our rugged
country In a more heart
warming way most every play
er would agree with. He said
“It’s beautiful."'

PSU football coach interviewed to replace Donovan
By Fritz Neighbor
Kaimtn Sports Reporter
The search for a new head
football coach at the Univer
sity of Montana intensified
yesterday, as Portland State
University head coach Don
Read came to Missoula and
was Interviewed by UM offi
cials.
Read, who coached the Vik
ings to an 8-3 record this
past season, has experience
at the NCAA Division l-A

level.
He was head coach at the
University of Oregon from
1973-76, winning four games
in his final year with the
Ducks.
From UO, Read went to
Oregon Tech where he had
three straight winning sea
sons.
In 1980 Read took the job
at Portand State, where he
had formerly coached from
1969-71.

Book
buyback

After the 1984 season at
PSU, Read was named NCAA
Division II coach of the year.
UM Athletic Director Harley
Lewis said Read is the only
coach to be Interviewed this
week. He also said two or
three Interviews will be held
next week.
So far, about 50 applica
tions have been received,
from as far away as South
Carolina, Texas and the
Northeast. The Interviews

could run through Saturday,
Dec. 14, with the final deci
sion on the new head coach
coming "probably” Monday,
Dec. 16.
A conflict with a Big Sky
Conference meeting Lewis
must attend until Tuesday of
next week along with schedul
ing problems UM officials
must work out to get coaches
to Missoula are reasons the
interviewing process Is so
spread out, Lewis said.

Ladies’ Night-Free Cover For Ladies

75$ Drafts - $1 Schnapps
For Everyone!
Dance with one of Seattle’s
finest show bands featuring
break dancing and funk
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Bookstore
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Southgate
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nightclub
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Off the cuff

Watchdog

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:
Whenever anyone appoints
him/herself the moral or
political watchdog of society,
one is tempted not to re
spond for fear of giving the
watchdog a legitimacy he
might not otherwise possess.
But during the last year or so,
the reports on the conserva
tive group called Accuracy In
Academia (AIA) threaten ever
closer to home. I refer to the
front page, Nov. 8 Mlssoulian
article on the AIA, and an ac
companying article on page 2,
entitled "No Monitors Re
ported at UM.** A monitor is a
polite term for a classroom
Three cheers
spy who volunteers his/her
services to AIA, which In turn,
Dear Editor:
compiles and publishes lists
Three cheers for the folks of those professors found to
at MontPIRG for their third
be politically suspect. It Is In
place award In the national
my opinion a cowardly, but
competition for hunger proj possibly effective way of sup
ects as described In the Dec. pressing free expression. The
4 edition of the Kaimin.
AIA monitors are the Ameri
Congratulations!
can equivalent of the Commu
It just shows how off-cen nist Red Guard or Nazi Hitler
tered Bradley Burt Is with his Youth who also reported sus
column which just last week pect teachers to their political
tried to poke fun at this same superiors. There are religious
organization for their concern.
versions of this kind of witchKeep up the good work hunting too, but what It all
MontPIRGI
comes down to are the anti
democratic efforts of those
Ron Miller
who cannot tolerate opinions
graduate, Natural Resources
which differ from their own. In

In regard to the Nov. 27 ar
ticle, "Students not compre
hending some foreign teach
ing aids," I feel that answer
ing the question at the spur
of the moment, I really didn't
say what I Intended to say.
Yes, the course Is difficult for
me to follow, but not exactly
the Instructor’s Inability to
translate.
Sincerely yours,
Lance Clark
sophomore, Political Sclence/Communlcatlons

Ski Fever
Collegiate

the case of AIA, despite Its
claim that it wants to ensure
a wide range of political view
points, it Is In reality a right
wing attack on the academic,
legal and democratic rights of
professors to hold, study, re
search and express Marxist
and liberal viewpoints. Off
hand, the notion of monitoring
political opinions In a democ
racy sounds so silly that one
Is Inclined to dismiss the mat
ter. But when I read that the
University of Montana Repub
lican Club supports AIA, and
that a senior student In histo
ry, Mr. Bradley Burt, said that
“most" UM professors do not
need to be monitored, but **. .
.there are some Marxist pro
fessors around here that can
Influence young minds," It
seems important to speak out.
If university organlzaitons and
students give the Impression
that it Is appropriate to moni
tor free thought, what is next?
Threatening phono calls? Dis
missals? Or worse?
The question Is not, as Mr.
Burt suggests, whether UM
has so few Marxists that it
may not need monitoring.
Rather, the monitoring of any
professor for his/her philo
sophical, scientific, religious,
artistic or political positons Is
an outrage. Academic free
dom permits professors to be
Hegelians, Freudians, Analyti
cal Cubists, Behaviorists,
Christians, Atheists, Marxists,

Antl-Marxlsts, and yes, even
Right-Wing Extremists. Such
matters cannot be regulated
by some kind of Intellectual
quota system which says this
year we have too many “liber
als.” What the university does
"monitor" through Its annual
faculty evaluating process,
however, Is the professional
competency and fairness of
professors.
At the time that our process
needs the assistance of any
self-appointed,
off-campus,
vigilante group such as AIA,
we will be sure to ask. Until
then, we think It is appropri
ate to leave the suppression
and Intimidation of free
thought to police states and
theocracies, and we ask that
any supporters of AIA to
please do the same.
James Todd
Professor of Art and Humani
ties, UM

Run awesome
Dear Editor:
Perhaps the best consola
tion of having Fall term off
this year was the joy of see
ing the UM men’s cross-coun
try team compete in this
year’s NCAA championships
In Milwaukee, Wls. last Mon
day. Those seven runners did
such a great job, considering
the fact that many of the 21
other teams' schools boasted

enrollment five times that of
UM. You can’t help but see
that they represent an Incredi
bly fast group of men who
soared to a ninth place finish.
Braving a chilly wind that
cut through the leafless decid
uous trees on a snow-covered
hilly course, the men did
nothing but run awesome.
Call it being elated, call It
being proud of the Grizzlies;
I've got a good feeling. I just
wanted you all to know that
after all those hundreds of
miles of training over the
course of the summer and
autumn, not one crumbled In
a race that could have dic
tated so. Instead, they ran
and rose to the occasion like
the Rockies, representing
Montana In a fitting wayl
Donald Tucker
junior, Physical Therapy

The Kasmin welcomes expressions of afl views
from readers Loosrs ohoidd be no mom than 300
words Ail letters are subject to edftng and con*
densaion They must include signature, mating
address, telephone number and students* year and
major Anonymous letters and pseudonyms wd not
be accepted Because of the volume of letters
meowed, the Kamen cannot guarantee puMcaaon
of afl letters, but every effort wtfl be made to pnm
submitted material Letters should be dropped oft
at the Katnen office in the Journalism BuAting.
Room 206.
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“Ski Fever”
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

Package

Get great Christmas skiing at Bridger
Bowl-at a great price. “Ski Fever” 1
prices start at $12.00 a day for
lifts, and$18.5O a day for lift and
lodging packages.
Available
Monday, December 16 thru
Friday, December 20, 1985.
• Skiing
• Lodging
• ti Price Movie Tickets '
• Nightly Entertainment
• and a whole lot more
Program options include:
• Ski Lessons - $4.00
• Ski Rentals - $5.00
* Lift, and lodging tale, irr per pcnoo per day. bucd on
qusd occupancy. You must have a current college I. D,
in order to be eligible for the great prices.

For Reservations Contact:
Bridger Bowl
15795 Bridger Canyon Road
Bozeman, Montana 59715
(406) 587-2111

728-2731

MICKEY
& SHERRON

Lifts - $12.00/Day*
Lifts & Lodging- 18.50/Day*
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Wendell Berry & Gary Snyder
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Collegiate
Ski Fever1
Monday, Dec. 16
thru

Friday, Dec. 20

★ OVER 20 TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM
★ SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE POETRY READING
-DEC. 10, 7:30 PM, UNIVERSITY THEATRE
HALF OUR PROFITS TO WILDERNESS INST. THAT NIGHT

BRIDGER BOWL

OPEN DAILY

“The skiing that’s making Montana famous”

549-2127

12-f-Mpntana KaHnin?<iFrictey,; December 61 19&3I •

FREDDY’S

FEED AND READ

BROWSERS
WELCOME
1221 HELEN

Balance, alignment, and freedom
of movement are the hallmarks of
a Rotted body. Rotting is a process
intended to evoke a healthy body
through the release and re
education of the body’s connective
tissue.

Wed., Dec. 11-7:30 p.m.
Missoula Public Library
in cooperation with integrity Incorp.

The film “Rotting: Gravity is the
Therapist" will be shown by
DICK LARSON

Admission Is FREE
For more Information please
call 728-1600

Save money
Dear Editor:
Is there any reason why the
vestlgal organs otherwise
known as Campus Security
are kept on the payroll other
than to hand out parking tick
ets?
If this school wanted to
save some money, it would
get rid of those useless secu
rity (used loosely) guards The
money not received from
parking tickets would be more
than made up for by the sala
ry not paid (and certainly not
earned by) them. The school
could also save money by not
having to pay for the fuel they
use while they drive around
looking for cars to ticket or
while they idle the cars to
keep themselves warm while
they drink their coffee Finally,
money would be saved on
auto maintenance
The money saved might
even pay for the Yellow Bay
facility possibly saving the
students money on the meal
plans Everyone could be bet
ter off
Wayne Velasquez
freshman. Accounting

Misinterpretation

cause the Instructor an
nounced the assignments in
French.
French is taught, at the Uni
versity of Montana, as well as
In most colleges in the coun
try, by the audio-lingual
method, i.e., all in French. We
teach our students to under
stand the foreign language, to
speak it, only then to read
and write It. For obvious rea
sons, we do not teach them,
"How are you?” is translated
In French by “Comment ca
va?" My class syllabus Is In
French, I give assignments to
my classes In French, and
when students do not under
stand, they ask for clarifica
tion. What better opportunity
for the students than to learn
the language from a native
speaker.
I find It hard to believe that
the student in question sat for
an entire quarter in a class
where she did not understand
the assignments, unless she
was unwilling or incapable of
making an effort. Obviously,
she did not belong there, and
If she did not know that she
did not belong there, did she
belong In college at all?
Sigyn Minier
Head of French Section
Department of Foreign Lan
guages

Dear Editor:
The article by Jackie Amsden In the Nov. 27 issue of
the Kaimin was obvlusly
prompted by a recent report
In Newsweek about foreign
teaching assistants In which it
was stated that there are In
creasing numbers of problems
of communication between
foreign TA’s and their stu
dents In subject matters such
as sciences and mathematics.
A gross misinterpretation
was committed, however,
when the Idea was applied to
TA's In foreign languages. My
particular concern Is about
the freshman In Journalism
who did not want her name
printed and said that the
elementary
French
class
which she took last year from
a French Instructor "was a
waste of time and money" be

Confession
Dear Editor:
In response to the article
“Students not comprehending
some foreign teaching aids," I
would like to confess that I
too am guilty of using Ger
man when teaching It. Your
article in Friday’s Kaimin has
opened my eyes to the guilt I
have heaped upon me. I have
finally, before It was too late
to repent, realized that It Is
simply barbaric and heartless
to expose foreign language
students to the language they
are studying. I also under
stand now that It Is Irre
sponsible to explain to them
that other languages are as
idiomatic as English and that
they too do not always follow
easily explainable and logical

rules, after all they have de
veloped organically.
From now on, I shall only
speak English when I teach
German and only teach those
components of the German
language that can be trans
lated literally. I do not want to
be guilty of exposing Ameri
can students to any kind of
intellectual challenge or cul
tural differences which might
open their eyes to the fact
that not the whole world
speaks, thinks and lives
American.
I only have one question for
you. Why Is “I” always capital
ized in your language?

Susanne Sturzl Forrest
graduate. Foreign Languages
and Literatures

Invitation
Dear Editor:
The Wilderness Institute
would like to extend an invita
tion to the student body to
participate In the Common
Ground Conference Dec 9, 10,
and 11.
It will be a unique opportu
nity to explore the common
ground of wilderness and
agriculture here in Montana.
We will be looking at tradi
tions in working and living
with the land, Native Ameri
can experience with the land,
economic development, and
other key Issues.
Nationally renowned poets
and essayists Gary Snyder
and Wendel Berry will offer
their unique perspectives and
give readings Tuesday night.
Students who can volunteer
an hour or two of time to
help run the conference will
gain free admission. For furth
er Information call the Wilder
ness Institute at 243-5361 or
come into Forestry 207 and
sign up.

Ed Norman
Chair, Wilderness Studies and
Information Center
sophomore, Education

Re-think values
Dear Editor:
The day is probably near
when a search committee will
be convened to choose some
one new to preside over our
crumbling citadel of higher
learning. It Is time we re-ex
amine the criteria In the se
lection process. What we
clearly don’t need is a hired
gun motivated more by per
sonal ambition than by genu
ine concern for the long term
interests of our university.
This society has Inherited
from Its frontier days an inor
dinate admiration for the gogetter type whose commit
ment extends no further than
the quickest way to climb the
ladder of success. But, like
most politicians or trouble
shooting corporate executives
on a constant look-out for a
more prestigious appointment,
such types have a very short
planning horizon. Their efforts
get channeled to those proj
ects with quick and certain
payoffs for their careers:
flashy projects that look good
on resumes.
In rural academia, this
means: chalking up a new
football stadium to one’s
credit; pushing for cosmetic
curriculum changes in the
form of required "perspec
tives” and exit exams that
give a temporary face lift to
the sagging quality of a liberal
arts education; and propping
up new “Centers of Learning”
aimed at Invoking national
ooh's and ahh's for the chutz
pah of a dying hinterland.

We invite you to see Missoula’s No. 1
Tanning Bed
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Word puzzle solution

All this presidentially di
rected oom-pah-pah music Is
being played by a proliferat
ing administration to accom
pany continuous and debilitat
ing faculty cuts and 1.5 per
cent raises that have demo
ralized faculty beyond endur-

Going home for Christmas?
Go with Beetle Palace Specials

x

ance. Assuredly, many of our
problem* reflect nationwide
trends In enrollment declines,
and a virulent anti-inteilectualism encouraged by the nean
derthal mentality reigning in
Washington. D C and in state
legislatures. And Just as cer
tainly. Montana** academic
woes are further exacerbated
by its teetering economy and
pork-barrel
considerations
that compel spreading out
meager funds over six Im
poverished units Instead of
half that number. But presi
dential leadership can and
does make a difference.
This time around In our
search for a new president,
we suggest we re-think our
values. Should we be wooed
by polyester-sult types with
winning smiles and dazzling
resumes who make us believe
we are still In the running for
the Queen of the Rockies*
Academic Beauty Pageant? Or
should we look for somebody
who genuinely feels for this
place, ia willing to stick It out
for the long haul, and tries to
do his courageous best to re
verse our precipitous slide
Into academic oblivion?
John Photlades
Associate Professor of Eco
nomics
Kay Unger
Associate Professor of Eco
nomics

C£JU1HCA7CS

At low introductory prices

SILVER SUNSET TANNING
Lap.

2100 Stephens - South Center
i z/ 3, / u 728-6460
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
ACROSS

1 Ship channel
4 Scoff
9 Guido's high
note
12 The self
13 Raccoonlike
mammal
14 Males
15 Pekoe, e.g.
16 Greek mountain
17 Stop
18 Soiled
20 Parent: colloq.
21 Forenoon
23 Inlet
24 Ripe
28 Land measure
30 Apportioned
32 Periods of time
34 Sticky
35 Hindu queen
36 Series of opera
tions: pl.
39 Actor Linden
40 Kind of llama
41 Drunkard
43 French article

44 For example
45 Seat
47 Ache
50 Den
51 Japanese sash

54 Shade tree
55 A state
56 Delace
57 High mountain
58 Possessed
59 Organ of sight
DOWN
1 Obtain
2 Mature
3 Frog
4 Dross

5 Homesickness
6 Simple
7 Greek letter
8 A state: abbr
9 Large bird

10 Hawaiian
wreath
11 Emmet
17 Country of
_
Africa

19 Negative prefix
20 Moccasin
21 Genus of heaths
22 Ethical
24 Illicit liquor
25 A state

26 Pertaining to
the kidneys
27 Roman official
29 Wet
31 Piece of cut
limber
33 Country of
Europe
37 Tennis score
38 Floated in air
42 Agave plant
45 Son of Adam
46 European
capital
47 Edible seed
48 Everyone
49 Demon
50 Ordinance
52 Body of water
53 Anger
55 A state- abbr

For solution, see page 13
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No place
Dear Editor:
While I do enjoy an intellec
tual discussion of the compli
cated issue of world hunger,
Bradly Burt’s November 21
editorial gives me nothing to
respond to. I do feel, how
ever. that I must call him to
task for his undisguised sex
ism. Sexist potshots have no
place in responsible news
papers.
Marcia Herrin
Instructor
Department of Home Eco
nomics

Christmas spirit
Dear Editor:
Everywhere one goes now
the call of the Christmas
shopping season beckons
with Madison Avenue glitterl
Soon, other voices will be
decrying the commercialism
of this season. All claim the
true spirit of the season. Is it
time to revel In materialism
glee or relish a simple, heart
given gift?
With the press of the end of
the quarter, finals looming for

most of us like an ogre from
the anxiety closet, let's not
forget what Christmas com
memorates. Christmas is a
time of giving, whether It is
done out of the obligation of
tradition or from heartfelt de
sire. The roots of this celebra
tion of generosity are in what
happened nearly two millen
nium ago. All the world suf
fers as humanity wanders, lost
in our self-centeredness and
unconcern for others. Like the
cavalry to the rescue, God
gave himself as example and
rescue.
Most Christmas cards pro
claim a message of “peace,
goodwill towards all," but look
around, there is little peace.
The arms race accelerates
ominously, thousands daily
starve to death, more than
two dozen nations are em
broiled In conflict, the suicide
rate skyrockets and we grow
testy towards professors,
roommates, checkout clerks.
There Is little peace anywhere.
We all fall short of truly car
ing for all but a few of the
folks around us. That is the
significance of the historic
event that occured In a Beth
lehem stable.
There can be no peace be
tween nations unless there is
peace, and thus trust, among

is now accepting
applications for

ADVERTISING
SALESPERSONS
Applications Are Available in
journalism 206 and are

due by
Friday, December 6
at 4 p.m.

Correction
ASUM Programming re
ceived a $1,297.50 special al
location from Central Board
Wednesday not $2,965 as was
reported.

by Berke Breathed
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The Mansfield Library will
be open from 8 a.m. to 11
p.m. Dec. 7 through Dec.
12.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY HOURS

with rebate

the dark room

Finals week
library hours

UNI-VER-SITY
CEN-TER

70-21 mm f4.5 Macro
Zoom Lens

$1 6495

Randy DeLay
senior. Zoology

BLOOM COUNTY

X SIGMA f
Covers range of five fixed focal length lenses
Fast action, one-touch zoom and focus control
Trio-Cam Drive System assures sharper
images

meant to. If only we'll accept
that. If only we'll accept
Christ’s sacrifice and let Him
be In control. We can’t follow
the lead of philosophers, reli
gious leaders or anyone else.
They too will fall as examples
—we're all screwed up. By
acknowledging we are wrong,
accepting Jesus as boss and
allowing him to change us,
giving us that unending love,
then we’ll have the real
“peace, goodwill toward all"
that will change the world.
That's reality. God gave him
self to the world knowing It
would result in Christ's death,
but not end there. And that is
the spirit of Christmas. May
we all acknowledge it.

Individuals. This harmony is in
short supply; we haven't the
sacrificing, unending concern
for others that is needed.
That type of love comes only
from God. Jesus pointed out
this fact. It is our self-center
edness that is the cause of all
the problems we see and
face. Think about it: If we
really cared for creation
would we be so hesitant to
protect it? If we really cared
for others would we be so
quick to build a stadium or
go skiing while people are
hungry and homeless?
Let’s acknowledge our suc
cess at failing to live up to
the standard Jesus set. He
was more than just an exam
ple. Through His death, Christ
opened the way for us to live
more and more as we are
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OTHER REC FACILITIES:
Campus Rec (office)
Rec Annex

8-5
7-Noon

ALL UNIVERSITY CENTER & REC FACILITIES CLOSED DEC. 25, 28, 29,
JAN. 1, 4 & 5.
ALL FACILITIES RESUME REGULAR HOURS JAN. 6.

Sign Up for Interview

“ kto^na iqil^n • F^

Class of 1986 faces brighter employment picture after college
(CPS)-Students who graduate In
1986 will enjoy “slightly" better pros
pects for landing a Job than 1985
graduates, the College Placement
Council (CPC) has predicted.
All told, American businesses ex
pect to hire about two percent more

Are you
Confused?
You don’t really know
where to so in town
for a meal, for books,
for groceries, enter*
tainment. travel info,
shoes, booze, hard
ware. hair care, eye
care... If you care to
know, read the

KAIMIN
Tell our advertisers you
read about them here... in

The

forecasts better times ahead for most
kinds of majors.
But last year, the CPC's rosy
predictions of a bumper job market
for college grads did not come true,
in part because of the computer In
dustry slump.
This year "there will be plenty of
opportunitle8 (for computer majors)
outside the computer Industry," said
John Shingleton, placement director
at Michigan State and the sponsor of
another of the annual job outlooks.
Shingleton expects his report to ap
pear in a few weeks, and that it also
will Indicate a “slightly” better job
market for the Class of 1986.
I
He also predicted starting salaries
will rise more slowly than the Cost of
r
Living Index compiled by the federal
government.
In the CPC survey, firms said they
expected to hire seven percent more
business grads than last year. They
also forecast having four percent
more openings for masters of busi
ness administration, although last
year was a bad one for MBAs.
Students with degrees In science,
i math and technical disciplines—ex' eluding engineering—should also ex' perience a slightly improved job mar' ket, the CPC report predicted. EmI MONTANA ; pioyers expect to hire three percent
> more bachelor's grads In these areas
. KAIMIN
■ and 13 percent more who have a
i STAFF
I master's, CPC data showed.

grads next year, the CPC found In Its
annual mid-year assessment of the
student job market.
The CPC’s report, the first of three
national Job outlook survey8 pub
lished by major agencies In Novem
ber and December of each year.

KAIMIN

THE CYCLIST WISH LIST
Avocet Cyclocomputer ................... »29”
Specialized Wind Trainers................ 89”
Spenco Seat Covers ...................... 18”
Santini Wool Tights........... 3600
Kryptonite Locks............. 24”
Cateye Solar Computers... 5000
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Employers' predictions of engineer
ing grads’ prospects ‘‘are contradicto
ry,” Nagle said. “Employers are say
ing one thing, but when they project
figures, those figures show a de
cline.”
The data Indicate corporations will
hire five percent fewer grads this
year, but in Interviews engineering
executives thought there would be a
rising demand for engineers, ex
plained Nagle.
“It's particularly surprising at the
bachelor’s level because they have
been the most sought after for a
number of years,” she added.
.Companies expect to have seven
percent more job openings for engi
neering students with advanced de
grees, however.
Liberal arts majors face a similarly
confusing job market, Nagle said.
While the data show companies an
ticipate hiring three percent fewer lib
eral arts majors In the coming year,
many employers say they are increas
ingly interested In hiring humanities
students, Nagle said.
The rising interest of employers, if
in fact true, “Is a positive note for lib
eral arts grads. It shows employers
recognize the value of the skills liber
al arts majors have."
Of the contradictions in the survey
responses, Nagle speculated, “Maybe,
if the survey was bigger, the results
would have been different.'

BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY
computer department Christmas sale

• APPLE COLOUR SYSTEMS
• SPECIAL SOFTWARE DISCOUNTS
• Up to 50% off on computer printers
Kaypro I and Comrex II printer
word processing special
$1195°°

OPEN ROAD BICYCLES
525 SOUTH HIOGINS, MISSOULA, MT 59801
TEL.(408)549-2453

uriness
machines co

Plus All Bicycles at Year-end Close-out
Prices including Mountain Bikes
Kay pro

DANCE NIGHT

BIG BAND ENTHUSIASTS . . .
Don’t miss an evening of dance with
Verne Byers
and the Las Vegas Knights
playing

“AMERICA’S BIG BAND REVIVAL"
Sunday, December 8
from 7 to 11 p.m.

3521 S. Brooks
720-3741

All proceeds go to
Young Audiences of Western Montana

■i
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Continued from page 6
lians have released independ
ent records, and these are a
good Introduction to what is
available. From Green River’s
hardcore punk, to the Talk's
Top 40, to the jazzy ska beat
of the upcoming Arms Akim
bo release, these records
demonstrate the incredible va
riety of music being made
today, both in Missoula and
around the country.

Moving on from the locals
can be tough, since there are
thousands of Independent re
leases every year and many
of them, like many major
label releases, are neither in
FEEL THE SEASON...
teresting nor listenable. The
| best way to sort them out is
in warm, comfortable etamlne rayon. A bit
heavier than regular rayon and the weave to read one or more of the
Is more pronounced but It still retains the magazines devoted exclusively
best that rayon has to offer; that soft
Ito Independent music. These
flowing quality that drapes like a dream. Iprovide reviews, background
VIBRANT RAYON
land addresses for ordering
HOLIDAY FASHIONS
■discs that are unavailable in
*24-*68
■town.
all for you at
Alpha Micro

at -the Carousel.
$10 admission
Tickets Available at:
The Carousel
Lowrey Keyboard Center in
Southgate Mall
University Center Bookstore

Pop

125 S. HIGGINS
N. st io ths Wilms • Downtown

Extra Christmas Houra:

Frl. ttl 8 p.m.; Sun. 12-5

Another option Is to just
take the dive: go to Rockin'
Rudy's (since the demise of
Music Magic, Missoula's only
real outlet for "Indie" rec
ords), shell out a buck or two
and see what you find. Often
as not, what you find will be
dynamic, Intriguing music of a
caliber rarely heard on our
white-bread radio statfbns.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible

And of course, she wouldn’t have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet’s
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you’re on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you’ll save 60% off AT&T’s Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you’ll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you’re asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T Because
with AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart’s desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone?

AT&T
The right choice.
< 1985 AUT Cammutvcahom
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Wellness Center makes life healthier for UM's staff
Montana Wellness Center, the
director of the center said
A well-rounded approach to Thursday.
“Wellness" Includes the wlllmental and physical health is
the goal of the University of Ingness to look at things from

By James Conwell
Kalmln Staff Reporter

new perspectives, make deci
sions with "informed choices,"
and make positive changes in
everyday life, Bernadette
Holes, director of the center

LOOK
Look 89 RX Binding
A
•
•
•

Lange LS Leclra Ski

Skiers Dream
Reliability
Convenience
Performance

Designed for the
progressive
advanced skier.

Together a
great price!

$22995
Ski & Binding
Mounted & Waxed
MOO00 Value

20% Off
Scott Goggles
& Glasses
Nordic Touring Package

*12900

Features:
Rossignol Frontier AR Ski,
Salomon SR 70 Boot, Rossignol Touring
Pole, Salomon SNS Touring Binding
$230.00 Value

said.
The center was established
Nov. 1 for use by faculty and
staff, Holes said, and will help
"create an atmosphere here
where people are reinforced”
In making healthier choices
for the way they live.
"I envision having all kinds
of classes that will focus on
all kinds of problems," Holes
said, adding that classes will
also help people avoid poten
tial problems “down the
road.”
The Wellness Center was
established to help faculty
BERNADETTE HOLES
and staff at UM make In
formed choices about their
"Everything Is connected,"
physical and mental wellness, Holes said. "It’s like having a
Holes said, adding that you bowl of marbles. If you pick
can’t separate the two.
out one, many around It
move. It’s the same with well
ness. If you decide to do
"A SWEEPING
something different, it has an
CHAMBER-EPIC
overflowing effect on other
...so exquisitely
things you do."
realized that an entire
The center will advise on Is
world is evoked...the film sues such as physical fitness,
is acted with immense grace proper nutrition, problems as
-Vincent Canby, NEW YORK TIMES
sociated with stress, drug and
alcohol abuse and other
"A
LONG-AWAITED health concerns, such as how
to stop smoking. Holes said.
TRIUMPH...
"People are caught in ruts,
’The Home and the World' so they make choices out of
reflects the cool intelligence habit,” Holes said, and this
and the calm self-assurance "hardening of the attitudes”
of a film maker who has
keeps people from making
truly mastered his craft:' positive choices for how they
-Kathleen Carroll. DAILY NEWS
want to live their Ilves.
Also, people are more se
cure doing things that are fa
miliar to them, so positive
change becomes even more
difficult, she said.
Several things are necessary
to achieve wellness. Holes
said, such as "positive self
talk,” or personal pep talks, a
supportive environment and
confidence in one’s own abil
ity.
The Wellness Center Is still
In its developing stages, Holes
said, and Is counting on
working with existing facilities
at UM to create a successful
wellness program.

□Weekend
SATYAJIT RAY'S

The Home
—and—
TheWorld
£ Mil 1:11 ’S.’X

Christmas
Hours:

Daily 9:30-6
Friday 9:30-9
Sunday 12-5

I

FRIDAY
‘The Cherry Orchard. ’ 8 p.m., through
Dec 7 in the Montana Theatre, PA/R-TV
Building. Tickets $7-8. For more information
and reserve tickets call the Box Office, 2434581.
International Wildlife Film Festival. “Last
chance showing” of four 1985 award-winning
wildlife films. 7 p.m., Science Complex 131.
$2 donation.
Inter-varsity Christian Brothers Fellowship
Meeting. 6 30 p.m.. Lifeboat. 532 University
Ave. For Info call Brian Lee, 543-3321.

SUNDAY

StreetWise
Mon.Thurs.

*'SSOUV*
Montana

7:00 only

225 N. Higgins Ave.
728-2234
18—Montana Karmin • Friday; D6detrtb^r"6;‘1885'

Separate
Admissions

Crystal Theatre”’

Black Student Union Meeting. 7 p.m., UC
114, ASUM Conference Room.
Overeaters Anonymous Christmas party.
At Jllly’s, 1204 W. Kent, 3 p.m. Bring spouse,
friend and a hot or cold disn. Beverages
provided.
Second Wind Reading Series. Readers will
be Deirdre McNamer and Caroline Patterson.
Forestry 305, 7 p.m. For info call Nancy
Hunter, 549-6974.
Christmas Chorale Concert. Montana
Theatre, 3 p.m.
America’s Big Band Revival.” Music by
Verne Byers and the Las Vegas Knights. 711 p.m , Carousel, 2200 Stephens Ave. Tick
ets $10. For info call Marilee Correll, 7215924.
NIGHT SCHOOL COURSE SCHEDULES
available in Dec. 13 Mlssoullan or at the
Conter for Continuing Education, 125 Main
Hall.

Classifieds
lost or found
LOST high school class ring near Tomer Hal
fttoendca8 Pen. 2432747
332

IXMT BROWN tMoM wefts* Name « Paul
Jorgwwn V's urgent I gat « back' 2 l-D’S, 2
Kansas Btoe SNotd card needed Reword atload Caft TTTf________________
332

LOST KEYS on key ring wfth pteabc thermoat«
«n UC Comer or baton an UC end Fine Arts
bu*>ng If found cal 5438855
»2
LOST-SC 131 Norwogmn sweater
Phone 243-2073.

Reword
33-2

LOST TERRIER crocs Ben^tee dog with red col
ler W found pteaee ced 7231580_______ 332

lersonals
JASON AND Ward
Good job abetting them on
the grtdeon Good luck next season Your Bros
al Theta CM DX___________________ 331
UTILE M«E Brand wee 19 yesterday and SO
shots °Mtr ton<Bht1MaPPy B-day Mikey' 39-1
ITS TIME io get tanous about your work .
Char
war natural wood aaaaia al rtdtoutoutey low pnees
.. orrfy at Wo UC Bookstore
39-1

YOU TOO con look tee an arttat
Charvoz
natural beechwood studto peseta available now
al the UC Bookstore Pncod from $49 99 331

OUT IN Montana, a Lesbian and Gay Malo
organization, has a Resource Center in
Mtsaouia We hove a women's night, a men's
night and other activities For more information
cal 7236589 between 7-10 p.m Also wo have
a hotene. 7236758
_
____ 331
790 SHOTS of Schnapps all flavors all weekend
el Wo Carousel
331

WORK AVALABLE for competent person to enter
rsessrch dote on computer tsmalnaL Restate
hours Pay based on proAoency Cal 2435081
between 11:00 am and noon.
332

3 ROES ns■ did to Denver and back to Mtesoute
W« bo teaving Saturday. Ooc. 14 and ruturrwig
around New Year’s. CaB Jan al 721-3885.
721-7580 or 721-3885 _________

DOWNTOWN LAW firm seeks MMMw tegftMate
tent Prater colego degree or legal experience
w*ng so train. Send resume to Debra Thatcher.
510 Gteoer Bldg.. 1 Ass outs. MT 50002*4482 or
CaA 721-4390 ____________
37-3

ROE NEEDED to Ctegwy Can Move after 12 Dec.
13.1*1 share driving end expenses, erf course.
CaB Scon at 2431906__________________332

GET INVOLVED — Work study job — parbdpale
tn ongoing scientific research project in the
Geology Dept. 85Wr G Stanley. 243-5693
_________ ___________________________ 37*3
BABYETTER NEEDED Winter Quarter Tues and
Thum , 12 30-4 00 In our home, across from
campus on Beckwith tar 4W-yoar*otd boy. Cal
7232772.
37-3
BABYSHtER NEEDED tor tour month old, begmninginJan. M-F. 12-4 pmCaX 721-3627 eves
334

bu»in»s opportunities
DON'T FORGET a wash at the Shoppe is only 504
_________________________________________ 331
$10—8360 WEEKLY/Up maftng making circutarsf
No quotas! Sincerely mereeted rush se3
addressed erwofope Success, PO Bax 470CEG
Woodstock, IL 60096
23-16

services
CRUISESHIP HIRING information.
707-7731066 for details.

Phone
30*10

WOMEN’S PLACE 24-hr crisis fine. Rape, incest,
battering counseling, education. Phone
543-7606. 521 N Orange
1322

LITTLE BIG Men is the Best Partying Discou nt
Place your low budget group • over going 10
need TRY US i SAVE BIG BUCKS’
331

WORD PROCESSING - experienced typist —
549-3445
931

798 SHOTS of Schnapps afl flavors al weekend
al We Carousel
331

PROFESSIONAL TYPINQ - Verna Brown,
543-3782.
339

NICE LOOKING. IntsMgont. boor drinking, white
male late thirties Hales dogs and cola and
tobacco smoko Would like lo moot congenial
female 5431907____________ 335
GET BAOWN downtown for the holidays al
Mtehaai's Tanning and Hair Salon. 508 East
Broadway, 543-3344. Student special with stu
dent 1,0, or this ad 3-81500. 10—825.00
34-5

help wanted

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Word Procseein^

1971 VOLKSWAGEN s%fon wagon for sate
Good, cheap trar^pxXun. $595 251-3647
338
Naw battery. ca.S < AM-FM

FEMALE WANTED - Two bodroom $137 SOftno
V> utfcw Cal 7289229
382

RT AJRbckM N Y.C. Dec IBJan 3 7537213.
$350
331

NOW TAKING orders - BRAXTON MONTANA'
mountain bi*. Hand crafted an the premises
as few as $495 BRAXTON BftCE SHOP. 2100
Souto Ave W 5432913_______________ 331

NEED ROE to Denver. Cote, or Summit County
area. Leave I2f13or 12H4. return 1/6, Cai Sera.
5431988 W share cost_____________ 332

YES! WE rent bcyctes* Mountain, touring and
commuting. BRAXTON BftCE SHOP. 2100 South
Ave W, 5432513.
331

RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls Oec 1381 Cal Fem,
2431671_____
332
ROE NEEDED to and from Denver area tor X-mas
break. Rexfote schedule Cal Mark. 2435256
38-2
RIOE NEEDED to Bdkngs on Oec 13or after, retur
ning before Jan 6. Cal Robert at 5431023.
332

for sale
DORM REFRIGERATOR tor sate, like new. $100
or beet otter 2431718 or 2431858
331

CLASSIC SCHWINN bike with spring suspension
Good traction. $45 or best otter Call Martha.
5431596.
332
IBANEZ ACOUSTIC guitar, black with case ExcaBant condition. $160. 251-4432
382

WOOL SKI kntckars with socks. Woman's size 10.
$30. 721-2006_________________________ 382

’74 DATSUN F-10 Hatchback Good economical
tranaportabon Wen cared lor vehicle aome
wrinkles $850 Weekdays after &30.251-3353
_________________________________________ 36-2

ALTO SAX $420 Call 7280302__________ 37-3

1973 FIAT 128 S/L. $650 080 Rum good, looks
fax Front wheel drive. Nock beater Cail
543-7918, ask lor PM.
30-1

FEMALE ROOMMATE tor very r*cw two bedroom
house, walking Mance to campus Rrwtor
graduate stodsrc nOMmoker 728-1298. 38-2

for rent

CLOSE TO U — $11 Timo. plus V* utf CM Tom.
206733 or 721-7391__________________ 37-3
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted tor 3-bedroom
house $135 plus uUMea Eight blocks from
UnrvMy 542-0245
____________
384

NEED ROOMMATE to share 2 (two) bedroom
home on Rubssniie Creek Completely fumiobed Close to bus No cigs No bores 721-3386
after 4 p.m.
384

TWO BEDROOM house, adjacent to campus. 710
E BeckwAh. $330 per month, $200 deposit
Aitetebte immediately, but only until madJune
CaA 2432211_________________________ 332

FEMALE TO share 3 bedroom. 2 bathroom trailer
home Wasner and dryor AvMabto next quarter.
$150 monthly. ubMws paid 721-7830 evenings
Sheky
3443

ROOMS FOR rent in large, quiet house on Nor*
thekte Retired couple looking tor serious
students with whom to share home Private
rooms. A' tatebis winter and spring quarters CaA
Mrs. Wood, 542-2240.
37-3

FEMALE WILL share mce apt 1W blocks from
Urev 9125/mo Cail Jennifer. 549-6318 34-6

CLOSE TO UNIVERSITY AND SHOPPING, fur
nished efficiency with utilities paid, laundry and
storage, starting at $220 00 per month
7232621
30-10

roommates needed
FEMALE TO share warm, comfortable home cfoee
to Univecsity. $1SS/mo. (includes utikttes. phone,
laundry). 728-0339 or 721-4647. Please keep
trying.
331
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 2 bdrm house1
block from U ’/V rent plus util Very reasonable,
fully furnished. AvaH. immed. Call 5432680
Keep trying
332
FEMALE TO share warm, oomfortabte home dose
lo UnivaraAy. $155/mo. (includes ufifittes. phone,
laundry). 7230339 or 721-4647 Please keep
trying.
331

miscellaneous
MUST SELU Two-year-dd Dynastar skit! 185*S
with Look bindings* $125.00! Cal Lee* 2433602
38-2

co-op educatlon/internshi|
COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE!’ Today 1-4 pm
Cake and refreebments Soo our “now"
facilities. Main 22.
Review ouf lief Inge ’or
fine interMtap oppor
tuniboo for all majors
— many paid, moat
quality tor credit, all
provide valuable ex
perience tor you to market when you graduate.
Check out our free services. Make appointments
for Individual career counseling. Sign up tor
workshops dealing with job search strategies,
rosumo/cover loner preparation, interviewing
techniques See related article on Co-op Ed, thia
Issue of the Kaimln.
39-1

transcribing, ARROW/ANDEX Secretarial, 110
E Broadway. 7233440.
36-4
THESIS TYPING Serve©, 549-7958

30-14

TYPING/EDITING. IBM, convenient. 543-7010.

_______________________________________ 24-16
DISCOUNT STUDENT Typing 721-363^17-23
U-WRITIT. I-EDIT/TYPIT. Word processing
Thesis specialist Reasonable Lynn, 549-8074.

1-39

WANTED SECRETARIE S for the Kaimin office to
start winter quarter hpoty al J206 by Friday 1216
before 12 00 Word processing and/or Lotus 123
skills helpful
____________________ 331

LJVE-tN PERSONAL care attendant to assist
disabled UM grad FREE rent, utilities, plus
wage I work full time so job will not conflict with
your school schedules References required.
Cafl Miks after 6 p m 721-5118
39-1

transportation
RIOE NEEDED for 2 people lo Denver. Leaving
Dec 12 or 13. Maureen at 243-6733 mornings
or 5437413 afternoons
332

RIDE NEEDED to Seattle Leaving Friday 13th or
Saturday 14th, One person, wtfl share expenses
and driving. 2431386—Barbera.
332

__ c-a-J------ ..
DANCE TONIGHT
Hours 9 p.m.-2 a.m.

AT THE
South Gate fllall

(Tlissoula

HUB CAP

549- 5216

TAKE HOME A
MONTANA T-SHIRT
FOR CHRISTMAS
10% Off Thru Christmas

$1.00 BEER

759 DRAFT

With This Ad

Don’t Forget Your Hubcaps
T-shirts Now Available for
6E00
DOWNSTAIRS

Mexican Resiauranl

W
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FOR STUDENTS ONLY

Schubach

ANNOUNCES .

JEWELERS

33%
40%
25%
20%

off on ALL DIAMOND

promise rings and wedding sets

off on ALL 14kt GOLD CHAINS
off on ALL MONTANA YOGO SAPPHIRE JEWELRY
off on ALL Landstrom’s

original Black Hills gold creations®

Good through 12-24-85

Open Your Account for Your Christmas Giving

Schubach
STUDENT CHARGE APPLICATION

£
fit
£

Account No

Datr

Birthdate:

Social Security No.:

Last Name

No Prior
Credit?

Start your
Credit History
with us.
WE WELCOME STUDENT ACCOUNTS

State

How Long

Hom« Phone

□ Rent

□ Own

Address of Employer

Present Employer

I^Week:

Posrt’on

Exp. Date:

Middle

First

City

Present Address

Month

j

j Zip Code
[mo Payment

t

Business Phone

]

| How Long

j

Name of Parents or Relative and Address

Telephone No.:

1

Name of Personal Reference

Telephone No:

J

Name and Address of CO-App/Recipient

Social Security No.:

j

D VISA____________________________________________________
□ MASTERCARD____________________________________________
□ AMERICAN EXPRESS______________________________________

□ CARTE BLANCHE_____________________________
□ DISCOVER CARD._____________________________
□ OTHER_____________________________________

£
J
j

I authorize the abovejeweler to check my credit worthiness and credit history and report my performance of this J

account to credit reporting agencies and other proper parties. I will also agree to and willingly accept, whatever 1
credit limit the above Jeweler may give me, according to their company's standard credit granting policies. Receipt j
of the fully executed copy .of the store: Retail charge agreement is acknowledged.

Applicant’s Signature:________________________________ ________________

Date:________________________________ ___

Co-App/Recipient Signature:___________________________________________

Date:_________

Schubach
JEWELERS

Drivers License No.:

4-WAY CREDIT!
SOUm-K3ATE
mall

20—Montana Kaimin • Friday, December 6, 1985

•
•
•
•

90-Day—No interest
Layaway
Store Charge Account
Major Credit Cards

j

____ J

721-1951

